1.. Introduction {#s1}
================

Selection is one of the most important processes behind evolution of organisms. Inference of selection is made possible by statistical methods that utilize DNA sequence data of multiple individuals.^[@DSW003C1]--[@DSW003C4]^ A common way is to align protein-coding DNA sequences at the codon level to distinguish between non-synonymous (amino acid changing) and synonymous (amino acid maintaining) codon changes. Based on the distinction, the selective pressure at the protein-coding level can be measured by the ratio of non-synonymous substitution rate to synonymous substitution rate: dN/dS = *ɷ*. dN/dS \> 1 is a signal of selection that favours recurrent non-synonymous substitutions (amino acid changes) in the protein or diversifying selection. It has been widely applied to sequences of various species including highly recombining bacteria.^[@DSW003C5]--[@DSW003C7]^

Inference of diversifying selection (here, we define it as selection for amino acid changes that maintains diversity of amino acid residues at a codon) by dN/dS in recombining bacterial genomes is, however, methodologically challenging. A reason is that estimation of dN/dS usually requires a phylogenetic tree that assumes no recombination between sequences. Recombination changes phylogeny and affects estimation of dN/dS, and ignoring recombination causes false positives.^[@DSW003C8],[@DSW003C9]^ A common way to deal with it is to exclude recombining sequences in advance.^[@DSW003C7],[@DSW003C10]^ Otherwise, to analyse recombining sequences, there has been only one popular method called 'omegaMap', which can infer diversifying selection at the codon level by estimating dN/dS after averaging over all possible phylogenetic trees.^[@DSW003C11]^ The method is thus applicable to highly recombining sequences although it is computationally intensive.

Due to this methodological difficulty, an unanswered question is how codons under diversifying selection (with dN/dS \> 1) in a highly recombining bacterial species are distributed in a genome physically and functionally. Furthermore, a related and more general unanswered question is whether codons under diversifying selection are more frequently subject to mutual homologous recombination between lineages compared with the other regions in a bacterial genome.

In this study, we explore these two questions in *Helicobacter pylori*, one of the bacterial species with the highest mutation and recombination rates.^[@DSW003C12]--[@DSW003C14]^ *Helicobacter pylori* infects the human stomach during childhood and evolves inside each host by mutation and mutual homologous recombination primarily through natural transformation. A previous search for codons under diversifying selection in this organism focused on some parts of the genome.^[@DSW003C6]^ We extend this to the entire dataset of all one-to-one orthologous genes and genes present in \>90% among 29 genomes of *H. pylori*. We then infer intensity of homologous recombination at each polymorphic nucleotide site by a recently developed method for the bacterial core genome,^[@DSW003C15]^ and explore a potential relationship between diversifying selection and intensity of homologous recombination.

Our genome-wide survey revealed that the codons under diversifying selection were widely distributed and accounted for ∼0.2% in the genome. These codons were enriched in gene categories of host interaction/cell surface and genome maintenance, and appeared to be more frequently subject to mutual homologous recombination.

2.. Materials and methods {#s2}
=========================

2.1.. *Helicobacter pylori* genome sequences of global strains and alignment of genes {#s2a}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We used complete genome sequences of 29 *H. pylori* strains from various regions in the world, which were analysed in our preceding study.^[@DSW003C16]^ They were annotated and classified into phylogeographic groups: hpAfrica1, J99, Gambia94; hpEurope, 26695, HPAG1, Lithuania75, P12, G27, B38, B8; hpAsia2, India 7, Santal49 (SNT49); hspAmerind, Puno120, Puno135, Sat464, Shi470, Cuz20, v225d; hspEastAsia, 35A, F57, F30, F16, 83, OK310, 51, 52, F32, OK113. There were also two hybrid strains: SJM180 and PeCan4. We then prepared sequence alignment dataset of each gene (orthologous group). An entire dataset of orthologous genes was prepared based on clustering by DomClust^[@DSW003C17]^ and RECOG (<http://mbgd.genome.ad.jp/RECOG/>).

For each gene (orthologous group), we aligned the nucleotide sequences by PRANK with the 'codon' option, which uses a codon substitution matrix.^[@DSW003C18]^ PRANK uses evolutionary information in determining where to place gaps. This improves the quality of alignment,^[@DSW003C19]^ which has been shown to affect detection of selection considerably.^[@DSW003C20],[@DSW003C21]^

2.2.. Search for codons under diversifying selection {#s2b}
----------------------------------------------------

We used the omegaMap^[@DSW003C11]^ to infer dN/dS and diversifying selection at the codon level in recombining sequences of all one-to-one orthologous genes and genes present in \>90% among 29 genomes of *H. pylori*. The omegaMap uses a population genetics approximation to the coalescent with recombination, and reversible-jump Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) to perform Bayesian inference on variation of dN/dS ratio along a DNA sequence.^[@DSW003C11]^ It does not assume a specific phylogenetic tree, but instead considers averaging over all possible trees based on the Hidden Markov model. Two independent MCMC chains were run for 500,000 iterations with a thinning (sampling) interval of 10 and a burn-in of 10% of the iterations. The average length of a block of dN/dS was set to be 10 codons. We extracted codons carrying non-synonymous polymorphism that satisfied both estimated dN/dS \> 1 and a posterior probability of diversifying selection \>0.999. We use the stringent criterion because we put priority on decreasing false positives although it in turn increases false negatives. Among 5,374 codons that satisfied these criteria and were located in the reference genome, we excluded those in hypothetical genes with \>7% nucleotide diversity (3,629 codons, ∼68%) listed in [Supplementary Table S1](http://dnaresearch.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/dnares/dsw003/-/DC1) because their entire coding region seemed to have decayed. We assessed the convergence of the MCMC chains by the Gelman--Rubin convergence diagnostic (PSRF)^[@DSW003C22]^ that is calculated from within-chain and between-chain variance of two independent runs; PSRF \<1.2 is usually taken as indicating convergence.^[@DSW003C23],[@DSW003C24]^ We confirmed that about 76% of the 1,745 codons after the filtering above showed the convergence. We did not include the remaining 24% into codons under diversifying selection. The convergence diagnostic (PSRF) was calculated by the R package CODA^[@DSW003C25]^ and EDISON.^[@DSW003C26]^

2.3.. Functional categorization of each gene {#s2c}
--------------------------------------------

We classified genes based on the functional categories in Microbial Genome Database for Comparative Analysis (MBGD).^[@DSW003C27],[@DSW003C28]^ We defined five major functional categories for this study as follows: 'basic cellular functions' defined as 'Energy metabolism', 'Transport and binding proteins', 'Translation', and 'Cellular processes' major categories (except for 'Cell killing' and 'Motility' subcategories) in MBGD; 'host interaction/cell surface' including outer membrane and lipopolysaccharide-related proteins, 'Cell envelope', major category, 'Cell killing', 'Motility', 'Membranes, lipoproteins, and porins', 'Murein sacculus and peptidoglycan', 'Surface polysaccharides, lipopolysaccharides and antigens', and 'Surface structures' subcategories; Restriction modification ('RM') including the RM system; 'DNA replication, recombination, and repair' including 'DNA replication, restriction, modification, recombination, and repair' except for the RM system; 'hypothetical' as 'Hypothetical' and 'Hypothetical (no functional assignment)' categories; 'others' as all the other genes.

2.4.. Protein 3D structure prediction and modelling {#s2d}
---------------------------------------------------

For genes carrying a codon under diversifying selection, in order to investigate possible structure--function implication of the residues under diversifying selection (dN/dS \> 1), we mapped them together with functionally important residues (e.g. active sites and ligand-binding sites) on the structural models of their protein products. Protein fold recognition (identification of templates with experimentally determined structure) was carried out using the GeneSilico MetaServer.^[@DSW003C29]^ Alignments between the sequences of *H. pylori* proteins and the structures of the best templates identified by different FR methods were used to carry out comparative modelling using the 'FRankenstein\'s Monster' approach,^[@DSW003C30],[@DSW003C31]^ with the use of MODELLER^[@DSW003C32]^ and Swiss-Model^[@DSW003C33]^ methods. HP0279, HP0462, HP0790, and HP1553 structures were modelled using crystal structures with the following Protein Data Bank^[@DSW003C34]^ codes: 1psw, 1yf2, 1yf2, and 3u4q, respectively.

2.5.. Calculation of nucleotide diversity along the genome {#s2e}
----------------------------------------------------------

We calculated nucleotide diversity of each gene by VariScan version 2.0.^[@DSW003C35]^ We also calculated nucleotide diversity at a polymorphic site by sliding windows implemented in VariScan version 2.0.^[@DSW003C35]^ We used the sliding windows with step size 1 bp and window size 15 or 30 bp. We checked that the two different sizes of the window showed consistent results. We wrote results that used the windows size of 15 bp, which is almost the same as a previous estimate of median size of chunks of DNA sharing the same ancestry (donor of the most recent recombination) in the *H. pylori* genome.^[@DSW003C16]^

2.6.. Estimation of intensity of homologous recombination per nucleotide {#s2f}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

We used a recently developed method to infer relative intensity of homologous recombination at a single nucleotide resolution in the bacterial genome.^[@DSW003C15]^ As its input, we prepared genome-wide haplotype data by combining single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) without missing data on each orthologous gene while preserving information of SNP positions. The method focuses on genetic elements that have high rates of movement by homologous recombination in a species, and calculates values of the statistic *D~i~* that is highly correlated with the number of recombination events or DNA imports at a nucleotide *i*. The statistic captures deviation from genome average at a nucleotide due to recombination, and the value reflects how frequently DNA is transferred between individuals. It can be calculated for polymorphic nucleotides that do not have missing data.

We calculated a normalized version of *D~i~* as a statistic *H~i~* (representing recombination hotness), so that its mean and S.D. become 0 and 1, respectively.^[@DSW003C36]^

3.. Results {#s3}
===========

3.1.. Genes and codons under diversifying selection {#s3a}
---------------------------------------------------

In all one-to-one orthologous genes and genes present in \>90% among 29 global strains of *H. pylori*, we searched for codons under diversifying selection (with dN/dS \> 1) by using the omegaMap method developed for recombining sequences.^[@DSW003C11]^ As a result, we found codons under diversifying selection in 134 loci. They accounted for ∼11% of the genes. These genes were widely distributed across the genome (Fig. [1](#DSW003F1){ref-type="fig"}, sorted by their positions in [Supplementary Table S2](http://dnaresearch.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/dnares/dsw003/-/DC1)). The codons accounted for ∼0.2% in the genome. There was no relationship between distribution of the codons and direction of replication (i.e. *ori* to *dif*, or from *dif* to *ori*, in which there was no significant difference by the *χ*^2^ test). The inferred dN/dS value and probability of diversifying selection are listed for each of the codons in [Supplementary Table S3](http://dnaresearch.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/dnares/dsw003/-/DC1). Figure 1.Distribution of codons under diversifying selection in the *H. pylori* genome. The reference genome of strain 26695 is shown with all the genes. The two set of circles distinguish the plus (outer) and minus (inner) strand, respectively. On each strand, the codons under diversifying selection that allowed estimation of intensity of homologous recombination (that is, no gap in 29 genomes\' alignment) are shown in dark (red), while the others are in light (yellow). This figure is available in black and white in print and in colour at *DNA Research* online.

We then analysed some of these genes and codons for biological significance. These codons were accounted for \>13% in each of the following three categories (Fig. [2](#DSW003F2){ref-type="fig"}): 'host interaction/cell surface', 'DNA replication, recombination, and repair', and 'RM (restriction modification)', as detailed below. The proportion in 'host interaction/cell surface' is significantly higher than other categories (*P*= 0.01, *χ*^2^ test). It is also significantly higher across the other two groups (*P*= 0.0003, *χ*^2^ test), both of which are responsible for the maintenance of bacterial genome and usually classified into a group as in the MBGD database. Figure 2.The number and proportion of genes with a codon under diversifying selection in the functional categories. For the categories, see Section 2. This figure is available in black and white in print and in colour at *DNA Research* online.

3.2.. Genes for host interaction/cell surface with a codon under diversifying selection {#s3b}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In this category, we examined genes for outer membrane proteins and for lipopolysaccharide synthesis in detail. Of the genes for lipopolysaccharide synthesis, we mapped the selected site of WaaC (HP0279) onto its structural model (Fig. [3](#DSW003F3){ref-type="fig"}A). WaaC catalyses the addition of the first heptose moiety to the inner core of a lipopolysaccharide. The residue (Y229) is located close to the critical glutamic acid residue ('E' in Fig. [3](#DSW003F3){ref-type="fig"}A) that forms hydrogen bonds with the pentose ring of the ADP moiety of the sugar donor.^[@DSW003C37]^ Figure 3.Amino acid residues under diversifying selection mapped on structural models. Residues under diversifying selection (dN/dS \> 1) in *H. pylori* proteins are shown as red spheres, and those interacting with any ligand in homologous proteins are shown as yellow spheres. (A) WaaC (HP0279). Red sphere, Y229. (B) RecB (HP1553). Red spheres, L680 and R681. (C) HsdS (Type I S subunit) (HP0462). Red spheres, 153, 158, 159, 163, 166, 177, 180, 188, 190, 198, and 346. (D) HsdS (Type I S subunit) (HP0790). The 44 positions shown in red correspond to the codons under diversifying selection.

Among other genes in this category, *amiA* (HP0772) produces *N*-acetylmuramoyl-[l]{.smallcaps}-alanine amidase, which is required for modification of the cell wall peptidoglycan, an essential step for morphological transition into the coccoid form.^[@DSW003C38]^ *tlpA* (HP0099) produces a chemotaxis receptor protein for sensing arginine and bicarbonate.^[@DSW003C39]^

3.3.. Genes for DNA replication, recombination, repair, and RM system with a codon under diversifying selection {#s3c}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Helicase/nuclease/recombinase encoded by *addA* (=*adnA*=*pcrA*) (HP1553) is functionally related to the RecBCD enzyme of *Escherichia coli*, which degrades non-self DNA of invading genetic elements but repairs self DNA marked by a genome identification sequence called chi.^[@DSW003C40],[@DSW003C41]^ Large divergence in this gene was previously reported between East Asian and European *H. pylori.*^[@DSW003C42]^ We mapped the residue under diversifying selection onto the structural model of the RecB subunit of RecBCD enzyme (Fig. [3](#DSW003F3){ref-type="fig"}B). The residues (680 and 681, red spheres) are located in the 2A motor domain responsible for ATP-dependent translocation of the protein along DNA in the vicinity of the ATP-binding site.^[@DSW003C43]^ We also found a codon with diversifying selection in other components of DNA replication/repair/recombination machinery (*gyrA*, *ruvA*, and *rnhA*).

RM systems consist of a modification enzyme activity that transfers a methyl group to a specific DNA sequence and a restriction enzyme activity that cleaves DNA lacking such methylation. They are responsible for distinction of self DNA from non-self DNA by epigenetic methylation of a specific DNA sequence. They destroy viral DNA or other invading DNA genome of a different epigenome. Their genes behave as mobile genetic elements.^[@DSW003C44]^ They frequently change their recognition sequences and their expression, and it is to be expected that codons under diversifying selection were found in such genes. Comparative analyses predicted that *H. pylori* contains an unusually large number of diverse RM systems with a high degree of heterogeneity.^[@DSW003C45]^ However, further biochemical analyses showed that only some of them retain enzymatic activity.^[@DSW003C46],[@DSW003C47]^

Among the RM systems, type I RM systems consist of R, M, and S (specificity) subunits, encoded by three host specificity determinant (hsd) genes. The S--M complex exhibits the modification activity, while the S--M--R complex exhibits the restriction activity. The restriction enzyme cleaves random DNA between distant target sites. In HP0464, the nine residues under diversifying selection correspond to the C-terminal unclassified domain of predicted alpha-helical structure of R subunit from *E. coli* pR124.^[@DSW003C48]^ The specificity (S) subunit is essential in determining the recognition sequence through its two target recognition domains (TRDs). The TRDs are highly variable even between members of the same family^[@DSW003C49]^ and can be 'swapped' between related systems to generate novel DNA specificities.^[@DSW003C50]^ In addition, the S subunit contains two conserved regions (CRs) in the middle and at the C terminus, that form a long antiparallel a colied-coil.^[@DSW003C51]^ The coiled coil acts as a molecular ruler for the separation between two recognized DNA sequences.^[@DSW003C51]^ Codons of diversifying selection were found in two S proteins (HP0462 and HP0790) in addition to the R protein (HP0464). The genes, encoding HP0462 and HP0464, are located within the same genomic RM cluster, and possibly act in one complex. Tertiary structures of HP0462 and HP0790 were modelled using the structure of the S subunit from *Methanococcus jannaschii*^[@DSW003C51]^ (PDB: 1YF2) as a template. All but one codons (10/11) of diversifying selection in HP0462 correspond to the alpha-helical CRs (Fig. [3](#DSW003F3){ref-type="fig"}C), in agreement with the known mechanism that the orientation of DNA-binding sites is an essential feature defining the mode of DNA recognition by S proteins.^[@DSW003C52]^ In HP0790, the 44 residues under diversifying selection are distributed across each domain: 21 positions are located within TRD1, 4 within CR1, 8 within TRD2, 10 within CR2, and 1 on the C-terminal beta-strand (Fig. [3](#DSW003F3){ref-type="fig"}D). Interestingly, some of the residues mapping to TRD1 are located close to the predicted DNA-binding cleft (P38, K42, N43, E52, K89, Q107, and I141 in HP0790). In contrast to HP0462, sites under diversifying selection in HP0790 are scattered throughout the entire protein. We hypothesize that this is due to the fact that HP0790 is not co-expressed with other RM components, and thus might be subjected to stronger evolutionary pressure that influences not only positioning of DNA-binding clefts, but also their function.

Unlike the type I RM systems, type II R and M subunits act independently, and therefore must independently recognize the same target sequence. Therefore, they may not be able to rapidly alter their DNA sequence specificity: even a small change in a sequence recognized by the R subunit, without an equivalent change in the M subunit, specificity would result in host toxicity. Among them, HP0668 (putative R subunit) and mHP0669 (putative M subunit) have unusually a high number of codons with diversifying selection: 124 and 337, respectively. However, transcriptome annotations for *H. pylori* indicate that only mHP0669 is expressed.^[@DSW003C53]^ Therefore, despite the conservation of the residues from a potential methyltransferase active site in mHP0669, both genes might be in the process of pseudogenization.

3.4.. Other genes with a codon under diversifying selection {#s3d}
-----------------------------------------------------------

We noted several genes related to virulence and host colonization in the lists. These include previously reported *cag*PAI genes (*cagC* and *cagY* in addition to the most famous *cagA*^[@DSW003C6]^), flagella-related genes, and poly E-rich protein. We earlier identified several such codons in *cagA.*^[@DSW003C54]^ They also included a transcription factor (*rpoD*), genes for chemotaxis, metabolism of amino acids, and nucleotides. We do not know whether they represent their adaptation to nutritional environments. The *hemA* (HP0239) product catalyses the first step in the biosynthesis of haem and copes with oxidative DNA damage.^[@DSW003C55]^ *ackA* encoding acetate kinase decayed in several strains in different geographical regions.^[@DSW003C42]^ Their non-synonymous mutations may have inactivated those genes to advantage.

3.5.. Intensity of homologous recombination in nucleotides under diversifying selection {#s3e}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Next, we estimated the intensity of homologous recombination at each polymorphic nucleotide by a statistic *H~i~* representing recombination hotness at nucleotide *i*. This is a normalized version of statistic *D~i~*, which well correlates with the number of homologous recombination events or DNA imports covering the nucleotide.^[@DSW003C15]^ The average and standard deviation of *H~i~* is normalized to be 0 and 1 in a genome, and its high values indicate recombination hot nucleotides in the genome that are apparently frequently transferred among individual lineages as a result of homologous recombination. We found that distribution of the *H~i~* values in the *H. pylori* genome was almost normal but had some outliers, which can be regarded as the recombination hot nucleotides (Fig. [4](#DSW003F4){ref-type="fig"}). Comparison of the intensity of homologous recombination between nucleotides under diversifying selection (red in Fig. [1](#DSW003F1){ref-type="fig"}) and others not under diversifying selection clearly showed elevation in the former (Fig. [5](#DSW003F5){ref-type="fig"}). The median value is 2.20 in the codons under diversifying selection and −0.05 in the other codons (*P* \< 10^−6^, Wilcoxon\'s rank sum test). Figure 4.Distribution of estimated intensity of homologous recombination per nucleotide (*H~i~*) in the *H. pylori* genome. In the box plot at the bottom, a bold vertical line indicates median, while the left and right of a box indicate 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. The left whisker indicates the lowest value within the 25th percentile − 1.5 interquartile range, whereas right whisker indicates the highest value within the 75th percentile+1.5 interquartile range. Figure 5.Relation between diversifying selection and estimated intensity of homologous recombination. Intensity of homologous recombination in the nucleotides under diversifying selection compared with those not under diversifying selection.

However, the estimated intensity of homologous recombination was positively correlated with nucleotide diversity in the genome ([Supplementary Fig. S1](http://dnaresearch.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/dnares/dsw003/-/DC1)) as reported previously.^[@DSW003C15]^ In addition, nucleotide diversity was higher in the codons under diversifying selection ([Supplementary Fig. S2](http://dnaresearch.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/dnares/dsw003/-/DC1), *P*\< 10^−15^, Wilcoxon rank sum test). Therefore, nucleotide diversity is a confounding factor, which is positively correlated with both diversifying selection and the intensity of homologous recombination estimated from the sequence data. We thus took a matching-based approach in which for each 'case' nucleotide that is under diversifying selection and allowed estimation of intensity of recombination (*H~i~*), we chose a 'control' nucleotide that is not under diversifying selection and has the closest level of nucleotide diversity. We confirmed that there is almost no difference in nucleotide diversity between them (Fig. [6](#DSW003F6){ref-type="fig"}A), and examined difference in the intensity of recombination. As a result, we found that the intensity of recombination is significantly higher in the nucleotides under diversifying selection (Fig. [6](#DSW003F6){ref-type="fig"}B, *P* \< 10^−13^). Figure 6.Comparison between matched control nucleotides and nucleotides under diversifying selection. (A) Nucleotide diversity. (B) Intensity of homologous recombination.

4.. Discussion {#s4}
==============

In this study, we first conducted a genome-wide survey of genes with a codon under diversifying selection by utilizing the omegaMap method^[@DSW003C11]^ developed for recombining sequences. Although the method is computationally intensive, we conducted the genome-wide survey for the 29 genomes in various geographical regions by using super computers. It succeeded in identifying ∼0.2% of codons in the genome as under diversifying selection, reflecting high genetic diversity of the *H. pylori* genomes.

The genes carrying a codon under diversifying selection were statistically enriched in the 'host interaction/cell surface' category. Diversifying selection on outer membrane protein genes was reported for six strains of *E. coli* and *Shigella flexneri.*^[@DSW003C7]^ Diversifying selection on a gene (*rfaC*) involved in lipopolysaccharide biosynthesis was reported in the same study. They are likely to change bacterial interaction with the host.^[@DSW003C56]^

Diversifying selection in RM genes may reflect the evolutionary combat with viruses and other invading DNA elements consistent with the Red Queen model.^[@DSW003C57]^ Diversifying selection of the methyltransferases will cause changes in bacterial methylome, which would affect global gene expression and phenotype and might change interaction with their host. RM systems indeed frequently change their presence/absence, their sequence specificity, and their expression, which affect gene expression.^[@DSW003C44],[@DSW003C58],[@DSW003C59]^

Recently, a study explored signatures of selective sweep in each of several geographical subpopulations.^[@DSW003C60]^ Our study is complementary to that analysis, because we explored signatures of diversifying selection that are maintained across different strains of *H. pylori*. In addition, our analyses are codon level rather than gene level, and have higher resolution in identifying signatures of selection across a genome.

Next, based on the estimation of intensity of homologous recombination at the nucleotide level by the recently developed method,^[@DSW003C15]^ we revealed that the codons under diversifying selection could be more frequently transferred by recombination between individual genomes in this bacterial species. This sheds a new light on evolutionary roles of bacterial recombination.^[@DSW003C61]^ It would be consistent with the Red Queen-like selection regime^[@DSW003C62]^ in interaction with the host, in which recombination plays an advantageous role by bringing an unusual allele into a population and promoting diversification of the recombined region.

Some preceding studies reported association between diversifying selection and recombination in bacterial genomes.^[@DSW003C5],[@DSW003C63],[@DSW003C64]^ Our studies have three major differences from these works. First, they used the PAML for inference of diversifying selection, which is not applicable to recombining sequences. Second, they examined the association at gene level rather than codon level. Third, they did not mention and account for the confounding effect of nucleotide diversity. They listed genes with signs of recombination and those under diversifying selection, and reported the proportion of overlap between them.

To our knowledge, this is the first study that revealed distribution and proportion of the codons under diversifying selection across a genome of a highly recombining bacterial species. We also showed that the codons under diversifying selection could be more frequently subject to recombination. Our approach and the results provide a new direction of population genomic studies of selection in recombining prokaryotes.

5.. Availability {#s5}
================

The genome sequences of the *H. pylori* strains \[J99, Gambia94, 26695, HPAG1, Lithuania75, P12, G27, B38, B8, India 7, Santal49 (SNT49), Puno120, Puno135, Sat464, Shi470, Cuz20, v225d, 35A, F57, F30, F16, 83, OK310, 51, 52, F32, OK113, SJM180, and PeCan4\] are available in the public database.
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